make. wear. love.
west coast retreat

april 6 - 9, 2017
on the monterey peninsula

ENJOY
CELEBRATE
LEARN
KNIT

relax & talk sweaters with us.
Something magic happens when garments, swatch about a billion
knitters get together at a make. gorgeous yarns, and get inspired by
wear. love. retreat.
your fellow attendees’ work. We’ll
These intimate weekends in gorgeous
places steep you in the best our craft
has to offer: There’s lots of laughter.
There’s great food, and great yarn, and
amazing instructors who help you think
about your craft in a new way. There
are no strangers - just new friends.
By the end of the weekend, you’re
energized. Inspired. And ready to tackle
anything.
In spring 2017, we’re returning to the
Asilomar Conference Center in Pacific
Grove CA, on the amazing Monterey
Peninsula, from April 6 - 9.
Celebrate all things sweater with us
amidst Asilomar’s breathtaking ocean
views and local, seasonal food. You’ll
have up close & personal time with
some of the best instructors in the
world. You’ll try on about a billion

have designs specially created for the
retreat, and an amazing marketplace,
and a variety of learning opportunities
in the afternoons and evenings.
In addition to Amy’s sweater, fit, &
body expertise, we’re excited to be
working with experts Laura Nelkin, Kate
Atherley, Catherine Lowe, Kim McBrien
Evans, and Patty Lyons.
T h e m a ke . we a r. l ove . re t re a t s
have a relaxed, laid-back feel, with
a flexible schedule that lets you
decide how you’d like to spend the
weekend. Come as a student and and
spend your mornings in formal classes,
or come as a wayfarer and enjoy a mix
of free time and smaller sessions. Both
choices include flexible learning sessions in the afternoons - and everyone
gathers in the evenings for festive
events. The choice is yours!

we can’t wait to see you.

WEEKEND SCHEDULE
Where will you be, when? Here’s the lowdown.
Want to know what it’s really like to be there? Check out
#makewearloveretreat on instagram to see:

https://instagram.com/explore/tags/makewearloveretreat/

thursday

Registration is from 4:00 - 5:00pm.
Then join us for dinner from 6:00 - 7:00pm, or at 7:30pm for evening festivities.

friday

saturday

sunday

7:30 - 9:00am

Breakfast

7:30 - 9:00am

Breakfast

7:30 - 9:00am

Breakfast

9:00 - 12:00pm

Class (s)

9:00 - 12:00pm

Class (s)

9:00 - 12:00pm

10:00 - 11:30am

Explore Colour
with Kim (w)

10:00 - 11:30am

Technique with
Patty (w)

Class (s)
Local activity
with Kim (w)

12:00 - 1:00pm

Lunch

12:00 - 1:00pm

Lunch

12:00 - 1:00pm

Lunch

1:30 - 4:30pm

Mini-sessions

1:00 - 3:00pm

Knitting time!

1:00 - 3:00pm

4:30 - 6:00pm

Knitting time!

3:00 - 6:00pm

6:00 - 7:00pm

Dinner

Marketplace /
mini-sessions I

Closing talk
and prizes

7:15 - 7:45pm

Mini-session

6:00 - 7:00pm

Dinner

8:00 - 9:00pm

Fashion show &
dessert
party

7:00 - 9:00pm

Marketplace /
mini-sessions II

(s) = student
(w) = wayfarer

MINI SESSIONS
Small sessions on specific topics are scheduled throughout the
weekend, so that you can tailor your own mix of education and
relaxation.
Attend all of the sessions, some of the sessions, or none - it’s up to
you!

local activty

The local activity for wayfarers on Sunday will be determined by the wayfarer group after registration, to
tailor your weekend experience to you. Choices might include a group trip to the world-reknowned Monterey
Bay Aquarium, or a nature walk followed by stitch pattern design - we’ll decide together!

friday
1:30 - 2:15pm
2:15 - 3:00pm
3:00 - 3:45pm
3:45 - 4:30pm
4:30 - 6:00pm
7:15 - 7:45pm

CustomFit overview and mash-up
Q&A, with Amy
Adding “bling” to your knitting with
beads, with Laura
Working with variegated and
hand-painted yarns, with Kate
Stitch Pick-Up demonstration, with
Catherine
Informal knit and chat with Amy questions are welcome!
Open sweater Q&A with instructors

saturday
3:15 - 4:00pm

Cast-ons and Bind-offs, with Patty

4:00 - 4:45pm

Design round-table, with Laura bring ideas and questions!

4:45 - 5:30pm

“Oops! I accidentally knit a dress”,
with Patty

5:30 - 6:00pm

Tips for reading patterns, with
Kate

7:00 - 7:45pm

Stitch Pick-Up demonstration, with
Catherine

7:45 - 8:30pm

Measurement overview & “Knit to
Flatter” Q&A, with Amy

FULL-GROUP EVENTS:
FUN, SWEATERS, NOSHES
Whether you join us as a student or a wayfarer, your weekend will be
full of inspiration and community. So bring your knitting!
There are evening galas, “try it out” stations, knitting on the patio with
gorgeous views, and closing festivities with a lecture and prizes. So
you can be as busy (or as laid-back) as you’d like to be.
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LEARN AND BE INSPIRED
Attending as a student? You’ll spend the mornings taking a class
with 3 of the 4 instructors. (You’ll rank them when you sign up.)
Attending as a wayfarer? You’ll get the option to learn from Amy,
Laura, Catherine, and Kate during focused mini-sessions throughout the weekend. Come to as many as you’d like!

laura nelkin
amy herzog
class: creating successful sweaters
In this class, Amy gives you a complete overview of
making successful sweaters. She’ll talk about how to
select knitting patterns that will make you happy;
choose a size and make fit modifications for all sweater
constructions; how to make good choices about yarns,
fibers, and fabric. (This class will blend topics from
Amy’s Knit to Flatter, Sweater Design, and You Can Knit
That classes.)

class: the novus construction
In this class, Laura steps you through her “Novus”
construction, and how one can plug and play stitch
motifs into it. She’ll cover how the construction works,
how to modify the construction to fit your body, any
necessary skills needed for the construction (i.e.
provisional cast on, lifted increases, German short rows),
and how to plug a stitch pattern or motif into it. (To see
examples of this construction, check out her Vindur and
Novus Jacket patterns!)

session: customfit overview & mash-up q&a
Amy will briefly go over the basics of how CustomFit
works, and then cover the “mash-up” process of re-creating a different design in your gauge/size, with
CustomFit’s help. Bring quesitons!

session: add “bling” to your knitting with beads
Learn how easy incorporating beads into your knitting
is. Laura will talk you through what you need to know to
tackle this simple knitting technique. You’ll learn about
how to shop for beads, how to choose yarn that will work
well with them and how to get those beads onto your
stitches!

session: measurements overview & “knit to flatter” q&a
Amy will demonstrate important measurements and
give an overview of her popular “knit to flatter” topics.
Bring questions!

session: design round-table
Ever wonder what goes into knitwear design? Laura will
take you step by step through her process, share inspiration, and answer your own design questions.

LEARN AND BE INSPIRED
Attending as a student? You’ll spend the mornings taking a class with 3
of the 4 instructors. (You’ll rank them when you sign up.)
Attending as a wayfarer? You’ll get the option to learn from Amy,
Laura, Catherine, and Kate during focused mini-sessions throughout the

kate atherley
catherine lowe
class: a couture method for handknitting - the absolute basics
For well over a century and a half, dressmakers have had
access to a body of techniques that allow them to create
garments of uncommon refinement, detail, and
craftsmanship. Catherine’s couture method for
handkniting offers knitters a similar option by rethinking
traditional approaches to garment fabrication and
construction. This class explores the premise of her method,
takes a close, hands-on look at the foundational techniques,
and explains how they can be easily incorporated into your
knitting practice, beginning with your next project.
session: stitch pick-up demonstration
At the heart of Catherine’s method for garment
construction is a unique stitch pick-up technique that alters
the traditional method in two critical ways. In addition to
demonstrating the method, Catherine will explain how she
came to it, its advantages, its variants and its use in
garment construction.

class: fearless finishing
This hands-on workshop teaches practical, useful and sensible finishing skills. Along the way we’ll dispel some myths,
break down common sources of confusion, and show you
short-cuts that make the finishing task easier. We’ll cover
the three key seaming methods – reviewing how to do them
and where to use them, including how to set in a sleeve.
We’ll practice picking up stitches - how and where to pick
them up, how to handle large numbers of picked up stitches,
and what to do if you can’t match the number the pattern
calls for. We’ll discuss blocking, weaving in ends and how the
proper cast ons and cast offs can make your finishing work
easier and improve your finished product.
session: working with variegated & hand-painted yarns
Kate will unfurl some skeins and help you learn how to work
with these challenging yarns - she’ll talk about how to “diagnose” a colourway, and discuss pattern stitches that do and
don’t work.
session: tips for reading patterns
Kate will help increase your confidence in your ability to
dissect (and successfully execute) garment patterns. She’ll
go through the different parts of a pattern, common
conventions and abbreviations, and set you up for success.

LEARN AND BE INSPIRED
We also welcome the incredibly knowledgeable Patty Lyons, and
creative inspiration Kim McBrien Evans, to share their knowledge
with us. Wayfarers will get informal sessions with Kim and Patty
during class times, and all attendees can join Patty for her sessions
on Saturday.

patty lyons
kim mcbrien evans
wayfarer session: colour exploration
Colour, especially combining colours, often makes us nervous. Come and play, and learn how colours, especially colour
patterns, striping and blocking and combining, can change
how your your knitting shines and how your sweaters flatter
you. Learn how to create different moods with colour, neutrals knitted items that are not just black and grey and how
to build colour combinations that are fun or sophisticated,
professional or playful. Use colour to flatter YOU and express yourself, without fear.
(This informal 90-minute session for wayfarers is optional,
but we appreciate it if you let us know whether you might
attend.)

wayfarer session: improve your knitting technique
There’s always room for improvement! In this 90-minute
session, Patty will give you an informal version of her popular “improve your knitting technique” class. She’ll talk about
ways to improve your knitting technique by looking at stitch
sizing, the correct exit path of your stitch, a better way to
make a clean edge, neater increases and decreases and
more. (This informal 90-minute session for wayfarers is optional, but we appreciate it if you let us know whether you
might attend.)
session: cast-ons and bind-offs
How you start and end a project is an important decision and Patty will give you the tools you need to make your next
project’s cast-on and bind-off perfectly suited to the
garment you’re making.
session: “oops! I accidentally knit a dress”
It’s happened to all of us. We don’t get what we expect; we
don’t get what we dreamed of. We feel let down, we feel
tricked, we feel lied to... ...by our gauge swatch. Find out how
to make our gauge swatch tell you the truth in this hilarious
presentation. Never be a gauge victim again!

INSTRUCTORS & LOCATION
asilomar
Celebrated as Monterey Peninsula’s “Refuge by the Sea” - Asilomar State Beach and Conference
Grounds is a breathtakingly gorgeous 107 acres of ecologically diverse beachfront land. Situated
within the quaint and scenic town of Pacific Grove,
Asilomar offers guests the simple comforts of cozy cottages and rustic lodges - and an unforgettable escape from the demands of everyday life. We particularly like Asilomar’s long history as a
retreat center - the facilities were founded in 1897 - and their commitment to sustainability efforts including local and seasonal food sourcing.

amy herzog

laura nelkin

Amy helps knitters create sweaters they love to wear. She is the creator of the
CustomFit custom sweater pattern generator, the Knitter’s Toolbox iOS app,
and the author of “You Can Knit That” (2016), “Knit Wear Love” (2015) and “Knit
to Flatter” (2013). Her designs flatter the figure and are easy to modify, and
have been published in Rowan, Twist Collective, Knitscene, Interweave Knits,
Knitty, and more.
She teaches classes across the country and on craftsy.com, and has appeared
as a knitting expert on American Public Television’s “Knit and Crochet Now”.

kate atherley
Kate is Knitty.com’s Managing Technical Editor, and a seasoned designer and
teacher of all things knitterly. Her book ‘Custom Socks: Knit to Fit Your Feet’ was
released summer 2015 by Interweave Press, to great acclaim, and her latest
book, ‘Beginner’s Guide to Writing Knitting Patterns’ is proving very popular
among both new and experienced designers.
She’s known for her attention to detail in her patterns and her classes, and she
regularly teaches at stores and events across North America, including Interweave YarnFest and Vogue Knitting Live. Her work has appeared in many books
and magazines.

Laura lives in upstate New York, where the sunny season is short, leaving plenty
of time to be indoors knitting. Despite holding a degree in apparel design from
Cornell University, she took to knitting years ago and hasn’t looked back. Laura’s
designs and techniques are innovative, fun and will challenge you to think in new
ways about your knitting.
Laura shares her skills in workshops across the country, on-line with Craftsy,
and in her spare time leads knitting tours abroad.

catherine lowe
Known for her original construction techniques and pairing of luxury fiber with
elegant design, Catherine’s approach to hand-knitting rethinks its technical and
design vocabularies and translates distinctive elements of couture dressmaking
into refined techniques for the hand-knitter.
Her designs have appeared in Vogue Knitting, Interweave Knits, and Knit Purl;
her articles on couture knitting have been featured in Vogue Knitting; and she
has been profiled in Interweave Knits, Knitting Lessons by Lela Nargi, KnitKnit
by Sabrina Gschwandtner, and Knit Purl. Catherine teaches widely, designs for
her eponymous brand, and is the author of The Ravell’d Sleeve. Visit her online:
www.catherine-lowe.com.

All photos of Asilomar are used with permission from Asilomar State Beach and Conference Grounds.

HOW TO REGISTER
We’re so excited you want to join us.
Registering is easy - waiting until April is the
real challenge!
Registration will open on Wednesday, November 2, 2016, at 12pm
Eastern through a form at www.amyherzogdesigns.com.
When you register, you’ll choose whether you want to be a student or
a wayfarer, and rank your teachers if applicable.

we can’t wait
to see you
there!

What you get: All lectures and mini-sessions, all evening events, a
goodie bag complete with the retreat designs, all meals, noshes, and
a glass of wine - situated within 3 utterly fantastic days in one of the
most gorgeous places on earth. Wayfarer cost includes the (optional)
morning sessions and activities; Student cost includes three 3-hour
formal classes. (Students get classes with 3 of the 4 teachers.)
The cost is $995 for students, and $845 for wayfarers.
I’ll confirm your attendance via email within a week or so of
registration opening. A non-refundable $275 deposit is due at this
time; your remaining balance will be due by January 30.

